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Abstract: The concept of cutting platform is proposed and realized based on the latest two‑step automated tape laying
（Two‑step ATL） technology，which separates prepreg cutting process from tape laying to improve productivity for
large parts with small features. Two‑step ATL is more efficient than conventional layup because ply patches are
pre‑cut in a separate operation. The concept of the prepreg tape cutting experimental platform with two cutters is
introduced. Further，based on the automatic tape laying trajectory planning software，a two‑cutter cutting algorithm is
proposed. Cutting experiments are reported to validate both the concept of cutting platform and cutting algorithm.
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0 Introduction

Automated tape laying (ATL) can be consid‑
ered as an additive manufacturing, which is widely
used in the aerospace and renewable energy indus‑
tries. Its advantages are high layup rates and capabil‑
ity to manufacture large parts［1］. Recent applications
of ATL include wing skin of F‑22 and C‑17, stabi‑
lizer skin of Boeing 777 and A340, center wing box
of A380 and so on［2‑3］. ATL integrates the functions
of cutting， locating， paving， compaction and so
on［4］. Tapes are laid on the surface of the mould
along a pre‑defined trajectory and consolidated by a
roller. Labor force and material waste rate are large‑
ly reduced. Compared with other process forms,
ATL is overwhelming in quality, repeatability, ac‑
curacy and production efficiency[5].

In conventional single‑phase ATL, tape cut‑
ting and laying are processed simultaneously. Some
issues are existed in ATL，for example，it is unable
to cut some specific boundary shape, and the cutting
scrap cannot be eliminated in the process of lay‑
ing［6］. In order to solve such problems, France For‑

est‑Line developed a nesting technology for ATL la‑
yup in 1980s, often referred to as a two‑step layup.

The original concept of two‑step ATL is raised
by the US and Japan［7‑8］. But France Forest‑Line de‑
veloped the equipment first. Its two‑step ATL
equipment is composed of two parts. Advanced
composite cassette edit/shear system(ACCESS)
and automatic tape laying system(ATLAS). Ply
patches are pre‑cut, stored on a ply‑backing and
wound back onto a roll on the ACCESS system and
then laying without cutting on the ATLAS. The ma‑
chine of ACCESS has two ultrasonic cutters to han‑
dle complex boundary shape[9‑10]. The process flow‑
chart of Forest‑Line two‑step ATL is shown in
Fig.1.

Domestic research on two‑step ATL is still in
its infancy stage. Compared with conventional
ATL, tow‑step ATL has the advantages as fol‑
lows:

（1） Capablity of handling complex boundary
shapes.

（2）The local reinforcement part that can be
conducted in the main laying process.
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（3）Reduction of 5%—10% in cutting scrap.
（4）Re‑use of ACCESS machine for at least

two ATLAS machines，which can improve produc‑
tivity greatly［11］.

Two‑step ATL is a kind of rising technology
with promising future. However, its development in
China has been lagging behind the world level. In or‑
der to fill the gaps, a concept of cutting platform is
proposed in this paper. As previous stated, pre‑cut‑
ting is decisive in two‑step ATL. Thus, a thorough
study of boundary based cutting information genera‑
tion method and experiments are presented.

1 Two‑Cutter Prepreg Tape Cut‑

ting Platform Design

1. 1 Design ideas

The principle and process of two‑cutter tape
cutting platform are shown in Fig.2.

Both sides of prepreg tape are protected by
backing paper and isolation film. A spool unrolls pre‑
preg before cutting. According to the cutting files，
two cutters cut the tapes after they pass through the
film separator［12］. After cutting and eliminating
scraps，tapes with new film and paper are re‑rolled
up in the cassette.

The tape cutting platform has two ultrasonic
cutters. Compared with one cutter, this platform is
able to cut complex boudnary without revolving the
prepreg spool. That is, the spool rotates continuous‑
ly in the same direction, which improves cutting ef‑
fecicy.

Three different boundary shapes are shown in
Fig. 3. Boundaries 1 and 3 can be cut by one cutter
by changing the directions of prepreg spool；while,
bounday 2 can only be cut by two cutters without re‑
volving prepreg spool. In order to cut shapes similar
to boundary 2, two cutters are used in tape cutting
platform.

1. 2 Overall design

Prepreg tape cutting platform is designed ac‑
cording to the existing motion axes on the splicing
and rewinding machine which is owned by R & D
Center for Composite Industry Automation，Nan‑
jing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics
（NUAA）.
1. 2. 1 Design and control of prepreg spool

The mechanism of correct deviation is placed
on the spool. When prepreg roller deviates from cen‑
ter position, a executing system pushes the roller
back to rectify deviation. According to the length of
each tape and different types of laying boundary，
spool rotates and decides prepreg position. At the
same time，the spool holds the prepreg tension in a
proper range. Thus，encoders are attached to spool
to ensure closed‑loop control.
1. 2. 2 Design and control of film separator spool

and paper separator spool

Film separator collects isolation films before
cutting, which makes the prepreg easier to cut. Cut‑

Fig.1 Flowchart of Forest‑line’s two‑step ATL

Fig.2 Principle diagram map of prepreg cutting platform

Fig.3 Different types of laying boundary
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ting scraps are remained on paper and eliminated af‑
ter cutting by paper separator. For this reason，film
separator spool and paper separator spool are con‑
trolled by torque motors. Torque motor provides
constant torque opposites to the motion of prepreg
tape，in order to maintain prepreg tension. The out‑
put torque of motor is monitored by magnetic parti‑
cle clutch.
1. 2. 3 Design and control of two⁃cutter plat⁃

form

The design principle diagram of prepreg tape
two‑cutter platform is shown in Fig.4.

The platform consists of six parts, including
cutting board，rolling guide screw，feed drive mo‑
tor，pressing cylinder，cutter rotating motor, and ul‑
trasonic cutter. Feed drive motor drives the rolling
guide screw and guides the cutter set on them. Cut‑
ter rotating motor controls the angle of the cutter
along the cutting direction all the time by trasmis‑
sion belt which connects the motor and cutter tight‑
ly. Pressing cylinder moves the cutter up and down
by an electromagnetic valve. The moving distance
of pressing cylinder is controlled by a pole whose
size is divided on it. Given that the thickness of the
prepreg is 0.125 mm usually and minimum scale of
that pole is 0.01 mm，positioning accuracy of the
cutters is 0.01 mm. It is adjusted to make sure the
cutter can cut the tape successfully. And the tape’s
cutting is dependent on the vibration by ultrasonic
cutters［13‑14］.

In summary，this platform has two feed drive
motors and two cutting rotating motors owing to
two cutters. After rotating motors drive the cutters
at their certain angles，the prepreg is cut according
to synchronizaion movement of prepreg spool axis
and cutter feed axis.

1. 3 Two‑cutter tape cutting experimental plat‑

form building

According to previous states of cutter plat‑
form, the experimental platform of two‑cutter tape
cutting is shown in Fig.5.

2 Cutting Algorithm

In this paper, cutting algorithm is based on
trace file and boundary file,which are generated by
ATL trajectory planning method[15].

In trace file, all track points are indentified, in‑
cluding track number，all the points（lying on the
centre of w wide prepreg tape，w/2） coordinates
（Cartesian coordinate）of one track and their normal
vector.

Boundary file stores the information of mould
boundary points，with fixed intervals. These points’
coordinates are arranged clockwise from the start
point of laying.

In cutting algorihtm, all the cutter’s control in‑
formation is renerated. Algorithm flow is presented
as follow.

2. 1 Coordinate transformation

Both track points and normal vector coordinate
points are built in Cartesian. It is hard to calculate
cutting parameter directly. Coordinate transforma‑
tion is necessary from the globe to the local coordi‑
nate system {E}［16］. Therefore，Cartesian X，Y，Z

transforms to the local coordinate U，V，W by a ho‑

Fig.4 Design principle of two‑cutter tape cutting plat‑
form

Fig.5 Cutting experimental platform with two cutters
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where 0
EQ 3 × 3 is a rotation matrix；[ αx αy αz ]

T a
translation matrix. The orientation of U goes along
tape’s moving direction. Simultaneously，V is nor‑
mal to U in the cutting plane. The orientation of cut‑
ters downing is U × V momently， as shown in
Fig.6.

As shown in Fig.7, S is the mold surfae，traj is
one of the trajectories，and Pn is a dispersed points
of this trajectory. The start point P start and end point
P end are mapped to P'start and P'end which are in the lo‑
cal coordinate system {E}. The mapped points are
shown in Fig.8.

Suppose a boundary point pi. Its Cartesian coor‑
dinate is [ xi,yi,zi ]， and its local coordinate is
[ ui，vi，0 ] according to Eq.（1）.
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All the points is mapped to the {E} from Carte‑
sian by Eq.（3）.

2. 2 Key cutting points

There must exists boundary point Pnear that is
the nearest one to the start point Trajstart of track n
on the disperse mould boundary，as shown in Fig.9.
The first point is found whose distance from Trajstart
is longer than w/2，Pstart and Pend. Then cutting
points Edge0 and Edge1 are obtained whose dis‑
tance from Trajstart is equal to w/2.

From Edge0 to Edge1，all the cutting points
are key. Similarly，points Edge0' and Edge1' which
are key cutting points on the end of track can be ob‑
tained in the same way.

Suppose P' i and P' i+ 1 are already mapped adja‑

Fig.6 Coordinate transformation

Fig.7 Mould boundary

Fig.8 Mould boundary mapping to { E}

Fig.9 Sketch of laying trajectory and mould boundaries
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cent points. The length of tape moving ΔU and the
distance of cutter moving ΔV are shown in Fig.10.

The difference value in the direction of U and
V is

ì
í
î

ΔU= P' i+ 1,U- P' i,U
ΔV= P' i+ 1,V- P' i,V

(4)

So cutters need to rotate the angle γ along the direc‑
tion of V，which is

γ= arctan (ΔU/ΔV ) (5)

2. 3 Cutters distribution

After key cutting point calculation，the cutters
distribution can be given by calculating the changing
times of adjoining points coordinate difference along
with U from Edge0（Edge0'）to Edge1（Edge1'）. It
means changing from positive to negative or from
negative to positive. Nothing should be noted if
there is not any changing. It is shown in Fig.11.

UEdge01 = U 1 - UEdge0 > 0
U 12 = U 2 - U 1 > 0
U 23 = U 3 - U 2 > 0

U 3Edge1 = UEdge1 - U 1 > 0

(6)

Therefore, total times of changing are noted.
The cutter distribution according to total times of
changing is shown in Table 1.

2. 4 Cutting information planting

Cutting information is attached to the trace

file, including angles of cutter rotation, feed ratio
and up/down actions of cutters.

3 Experiments

An experimental cutting plantform is built up
as shown in Fig.5. Cutting experiments are conduct‑
ed to find out its problem.

3. 1 Experimental conditions

According to the cutting conditions in the
ATL，40 kHz ultrasonic frequency is chose in the ex‑
periments. T300 carbon fibre reinforced epoxy resin
composite is used，and resin content is approximate‑
ly 30%.

3. 2 Experiments and analysis

3. 2. 1 Cutting

The cutting experiment in carried out on the
two cutters platform. The sketch of cutting is shown
in Fig.12.

Cutter 1 is nearer to the prepreg spool than cut‑
ter 2. When cut boundary“＞”，cutter 1 starts to cut
the“\”boundary at point 0 first. Then cutter 2 cut

Fig.10 The relationship of U and V

Fig.11 Diagram of the trajectory boundary

Table 1 Two‑cutter distribution

Total times of
changing

0

1

＞1

Boundary shape

“\”
“/”
“＞”

“＜”

—

Cutter number

1
2

“\”to 1“/”to 2
“\”to 1“/”to 2

give up

Fig.12 Sketch of double cutting
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the“/”boundary at the point 0 similarly by linear in‑
terpolation with spool when spool picks up the tape
under it. Cutting boundary“＜”is similar to bound‑
ary“＞”. The start point of cutter 1 is point 1，but
the start point of cutter 2 is point 2. In the other
words，cutter 1 cuts the tape from point 1 to point 3
first，then cutter 2 cuts from point 2 to point 3.
3. 2. 2 Results

To ensure prepreg is cut smoothly, according
to previous studies, velocities of U axis and V axis
are set to 500 mm/s and 10 mm/s, respectively.
The result of the experiments is shown in Fig.13.

As shown in Fig. 13, the results of cutting are
in good agreement with calculation, and two‑cutter
cutting experimental platform can realize its func‑
tion. The experimental results show that concept of
cutting platform is valid and cutting algorithm is cor‑
rect.

4 Conclusions

Designing the prepreg cutting platform with
two cutters and cutting algorithm based on two‑step
ATL is studied. CAD based cutter information gen‑
eration algorithm is proposed. Experiments of two‑
cutter cutting prepreg are carried out to verify the
platform.

Experimental results show that prepreg cutting

platform is able to cut boundaries with convex or
concave polyline‑shape by two cutters without re‑
volving the prepreg spool. The experimental plat‑
form validates both the concept of cutting platform
and cutting algorithm, and promotes the develop‑
ment of two‑step ATL.
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